Counter Clockwise:

Sketching is an essential training.

Lt. Col. Hanley, 2nd battalion commander, in his command post during field problems.

Field aid station—a medical officer attends to a soldier.

Ammunition and Pioneer personnel crossing stream via cables.

Messages being dispatched in ‘Morse’ at a message center.
Clockwise:

Bulldozer is loaded on the trailer while a guide stands by astride his motorcycle.

Tactical situation discussed by officers prior to employment of a company.

Kitchen crew prepare a meal for the hungry men.

Switchboard operator and a messenger stand by for urgent calls.

Fox holes offer good cover and concealment to riflemen.
Medics practice the application of the leg splint in the field.

'Patient' being carried to aid station on litter.

A rifle platoon shows precision at close order drill.

Combat engineers cross a river while making a reconnaissance.
A gun crew stands ready prior to going into 'action'.

Each gun crew member has a specific duty to perform when putting weapon into action.

Hasty adjustments are made by the gunner.

Engineers' reconnaissance group advances into woods.
Counter clockwise:

Lt. Aikens dictates company order to clerk.

Chaplain Higuchi making his rounds between field problems.

Motor pool mechanics check and adjust 'Momi Lani'.

Preparations are made to send the '37' across a river on a cable.
Clockwise:

Lister bag is a welcomed sight in bivouac.

An 81 mm. mortar squad moves on the double preparatory to an attack.

Heavy machine gun in position to commence firing.

Fire for effect—1 round!
Counter Clockwise:

37 mm. anti-tank gun . . . subject for the day's lesson.

Col. Pence inspects the regiment at its first review.

The infantry regiment in review formation.
Clockwise:

Battalion command awaiting inspection.

Regimental band passing in review.

Pass in review!
Combat engineers building tank traps.

Out of action! Forward!
Fix bayonets! Charge!

37 mm. gun being sent across a river.
Counter Clockwise:

Surveying the maneuver area.

A Camouflaged Howitzer.

Lt. Woolner in charge of Fire Director Center.

Gun crew ready for positions.

Lt. Roger Eyely on right giving fire order.
Clockwise:

Waiting in fox holes.

Gun crew exploding a dummy 105 Howitzer shell.

F. A. communication section in action.

Chow call is one call the men would not miss.

First-aid men treating an injured soldier in maneuver area.